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Abstract

XORDDoS failed deployment attempts. By the third day,
it was insistently hit and compromised by Rakos, a
Linux/Trojan.

From DDoS attacks to malicious code
propagation, Botnets continue to represent a
strong threat to entities and users connected to
the Internet and, due to this, continue to be an
important research area. Those numerous
networks showed its power when they
interrupted great part of the Internet causing
impacts to companies like Twitter and Netflix
when Mirai P2P Botnet targeted Dyn
company’s DNS services back in 2016. In this
paper, we present the study that allowed us to
find out a “Mirai-like” botnet called Rakos from our high interactivity honeypot
recruitment to the detailed analysis and
exploitation of this botnet C&C protocol using
crawling and node-injection methods to
enumerate and estimate its size. Our
contribution also includes a comparison
between two P2P botnet exploration methods
used in our research and in which situations
they may perform better in further analysis.
Additionally, we propose the term “transient”
to designate botnets formed by malware that
does not use persistence on the compromised
system as this tends to be usual amongst
modern threats to IoT (Internet of Things)
devices.

As expected, based on this malware behavior
reported last December by ESET (KÁLNAI, 2016), the
honeypot was recruited into a botnet and immediately
attempted connections to other hosts on the Internet, both
to “call home” and to search for new victims. Although it
wasn’t our initial plan, the differences in behavior we
noticed between the variant that attacked us and the report
whetted our curiosity and made us analyze it.
After analysis and exploitation of this transient
P2P botnet communication channel and employing
Crawling and Sensor Injection enumeration methods, we
found a network with approximately 8,300 compromised
devices per day spread over 178 countries worldwide.
Considering the recent DDoS attack reported by Incapsula
[2] against an US College, originated from 9,793 bots
which was able to generate 30,000 requests per second
during 54 hours, we may infer how potentially threatening
this Rakos botnet could be.

Keywords: botnet, transient, IoT, DDoS.

1 Introduction
We expected our new high interaction honeypot
would get infected by Mirai, but it wasn’t. Instead in the
first days, it received a variety of attacks ranging from SSH
port forwarding for "Viagra and Cialis" SPAM to
30

This article details how we discovered and
exploited this botnet. It is divided as follows: In the second
and third sections, we present how the attack occurred and
how we captured and analyzed the malware
communication to extract and understand the botnet C&C
channels. In the fourth section, we explain the environment
and methodology we employed to enumerate the botnet
and estimate its size. In the fifth section, we present the
results, including the botnet estimated size, its worldwide
distribution and the most affected devices, to mention some
of them. In the end, we open a discussion on how easy
those cyber weapons are built and maintained nowadays
and how challenging is to prevent its creation and to protect
against them.
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2 Honeypot recruitment
The third day after our honeypot deployment, we received
the first Rakos attack. After having tried multiple
username/password combinations like support/support,
mint/mint and admin/password123, for example, the
attacker successfully logged in with pi/raspberry, as seen
in Figura 1.

Figure 5 - Deployed malware being executed and removed from
the system

Figura 1 - First Rakos SSH connection

After the logon, the attacker issued the following
commands sequence: “id”, “uname –o” and “uname –m”.
Their intention was to discover the operating system and
the architecture of the targeted machine, as seen in Figure
2

Figure 2 - id, uname –o and uname –m commands issued by
attacker

The parameters given to the binary comprehends:
The username/password combination and IP address
used to log on to the victim machine;
A “checker”, which is an address to be consulted by
the bot to discover its own public IP address;
A list of username/passwords combinations for the
SSH brute-force attacks;
A list of “skaros”, which are IP addresses of botnet
C&C servers;
And a “tls” section with a self-signed SSL digital
certificate, its private and CA Keys, as seen in Figure
6.

Next, the attacker created a very simple shell script to
validate he could create a file and execute it in the target
system, as seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3 - Attacker validating his privileges on the remote
machine

Note that the second “ok” is the result of the “echo ok”
command and it is what the attacker received from his
script remote execution. This validates he was authorized
to create a file, execute and remove it from the remote
system.
Upon access validation, the attacker uploaded his binary.
In the Figure 4 you can see the command used to do it and
part of the dropped payload.

Figure 6 - Part of the SSL certificate given to the malware

Immediately after the execution, Rakos started looking for
other victims through SSH brute-force attempts using the
received list of credentials. In Figure 7 you can see part of
those outbound connection attempts.

Figure 7 - Rakos trying to recruit new victims
Figure 4 - Rakos binary deployment

In the latest remote interaction, the binary was executed
with lots of parameters and later removed from the disk,
as seen in Figure 5.

Additionally, Rakos opened a random high TCP port,
which we later discovered to be used for bot to bot
communication.
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3 Botnet C&C Channel Analysis
To better understand this P2P botnet behavior and its
C&C protocol, we listened to its traffic for 24 hours and
we noticed two kinds of communications: one between
bots through HTTP and, the other, between bots and C&C
servers through TLS/SSL. In this section, we detail the
commands we mapped.
Some definitions before start:
-

Checkers: how bots or infected machines are
called within this botnet;
Skaros: name given to control nodes or C&C
servers;
One node may play both roles.

3.1 Communication between Checkers and
Skaros
The connections between Checkers and Skaros are done
through SSL/TLS encrypted sessions. To have access to
the messages, it was necessary to intercept the traffic using
a classic man-in-the-middle attack. See below the list of
captured commands, their descriptions, sample queries and
responses.

Figure 9 - C&C PING sample response

Command: GET /upgrade/up HTTP/1.1
Description: Command issued by the Checker to get a new
list of username/password combinations from a Skaro.

Command: POST /ping HTTP/1.1
Sample query:
Description: This command is used by Checkers to notify
a Skaro along with its information and stats. It includes:
system architecture, operating system, a “checker” port
number (used for bot to bot communication) and machine
load (CPU and Memory). In the response, it receives the
SSL certificate files (CA, CERT and KEY), a list of up to
30 Skaros addresses and 50 Checkers.

Figure 10 - C&C Upgrade/up sample request

Sample answer:

Sample query:

Figure 8 - C&C PING sample request

Sample answer:

Figure 11 - C&C Upgrade/up sample response

Command: GET /upgrade/vars.yaml HTTP/1.1
Description: Issuing this command, a Checker receives a
response like the initial parameters. It’s a kind of
configuration refresh.
Sample query:
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Figure 12 - C&C Upgrade/vars sample request

Command: GET / HTTP/1.1
Description: One bot querying another to discover its own
IP address.
Sample query:

Sample answer:

Figure 16 - C&C GET sample request

Sample answer:

Figure 17 - C&C GET sample response

Command: GET /love HTTP/1.1
Description: Like the previous command, one bot uses
“/love” to query another for its own IP address and PTR
(the reverse name associated with that IP address). There is
a “zen” parameter we didn’t realize its function.
Sample query:

Figure 13 - C&C Upgrade/vars sample response
Figure 18 - C&C love sample request

Command: GET /upgrade/linux-armv5 HTTP/1.1

Sample answer:
Description: This command is used to get a new version
of the malware binary file.
Sample query:
Figure 19 - C&C love sample response

4 Sizing the Botnet
Figure 14 - C&C Upgrade binnary sample request

Sample answer:

Now that we better understand the C&C channel, we can
move on to the intelligence gathering phase. The objective
here is to enumerate the population of this botnet, classify
its nodes into Skaros and Checker groups and get as much
information as possible about them. In order to achieve this
we implemented two standard approaches to size P2P
botnets named Crawling and Sensor Injection [3] as
defined below.

Figure 15 - C&C Upgrade binary sample response

The communication between Checkers is essentially
to discover their own public IP address. The bots reaches
each other through HTTP requests using the high random
TCP port they bind.

1) Crawling: this strategy consists in visiting as many
nodes as possible and collecting information about
them. The crawler starts by requesting a seed node for
its neighbor list and iteratively requests every newly
discovered and active node for their neighbor list until
all bots are discovered [4];

See below the list of commands, its descriptions,
sample queries and responses.

2) Sensor Injection: This second strategy is to inject
fake nodes into the botnet as sensor nodes [5]. The

3.2 Communication between Checkers
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objective is to offer the network fake nodes to be
contacted by the others while enumerating them.
We detailed this techniques in the next section.

4.1 Crawling
To maximize our chances of finding an ‘always available
and responsive’ seed node, we investigated the lists of
Skaros we collected using “/ping” command to discover
prevalent IP addresses. Doing this, we found a group of
three IPs both present in the section “skaro” in response to
the C&C command “/upgrade/vars.yaml” and in the
section “proxies” in the response to the C&C command
“/ping”, making them good seed candidates.
To validate this, we queried them manually issuing
“/ping” commands. As result, two of them didn’t respond
and the other answered with an SSL error message, as seen
in Figure 20.

to repeat the query for the same Skaro, the returned list
usually included just a small number of new nodes.
To overcome this problem and to improve the
quality of our enumeration process, we decided to apply
the Sensor Injection method, which, for this research,
consists in inserting fake nodes (Skaros and Checkers) into
the botnet and collecting information about the nodes that
contact them.
To insert the Checker Sensor, we basically ran the
malware binary on a controlled environment preventing it
from establishing any SSH outgoing connections and
monitored the network traffic to enumerate all bots that
contacted it. As the communication between Checkers isn’t
encrypted, this strategy could give us the possibility to
inspect any content posted to or from our sensor.
To insert the Skaro Sensor, we had to study the
C&C channel to discover how a new Skaro announces
itself to the botnet. Observe the parameters sent in a “/ping”
C&C
command
in

Figure 20 – A Super Skaro denying a query

At this moment, the SSL certificate found into the
C&C command responses started to make sense. Using it,
we issued another “/ping” to the same Skaro that, this time,
answered with the expected results, including a list of up to
30
Skaros
and
50 Checkers.
This
botnet
protection/authentication mechanism indicated to us the
importance of this node to the botnet and made us choose
it to be our seed node. We decided to call them “Super
Skaros”.

Figure 21. There are parameters under the section “http”
indicating its IP address, “running” and “available” states.

Finally, we programed a script to automate the
crawling process. The script, written in Python, iteratively
requests the seed node for the known Skaros. Then requests
the resulted Skaros for the Skaros they know and so on
until there is no new Skaro to request. The script also
creates a graph of the botnet while discovering it to easy
further analysis of nodes interconnections.

4.2 Sensor Injection
Given the restricted number of Skaros and Checkers
returned by each query, the crawling approach may give us
just a limited view of the whole botnet. Even when we tried
Figure 21 – Ping C&C command parameters
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It turns out that this is exactly the service used by
Skaros to receive queries from Checkers. Thus, forging
those parameters could give us the possibility to insert our
sensor node into the network.
To validate our assumption, we prepared a “/ping”
command with manipulated parameters pointing to the
“http service” IP address of one of our honeypots and sent
it to a valid Skaro. Next, we issued a new “/ping” command
to the same Skaro and confirmed that our Sensor Node
appeared in the returned Skaro list, as seen in Figure 22.

Figure 24 – Sample data posted to the Skaro Sensor through a
“/ping” C&C command

Figure 22 – Sensor node injection
Next, by analyzing the network traffic we could see many
HTTPS connections reaching our honeypot indicating that
the Skaro Sensor injection worked correctly.
To receive and handle those HTTPS connections, we
deployed a Nginx server and configured it with the botnet
default SSL certificates. With this setup up and running,
we started to receive POST and GET requests coming from
Checkers, as seen in Figure 23.

Figure 23 – A sample of the connections received
by our Skaro
To capture and store the data posted to the Skaro Sensor,
we created a simple PHP script to append to a file the
received HTTP POST parameters. In Figure 24 there is an
example of a Checker posted data using the “/ping” C&C
command, as always, full of information about the victim,
including credentials in clear text.

Finally, to maintain our Skaro Sensor alive on the
botnet, we kept sending the manipulated “/ping” command
to the Skaros on the network. To implement this, we just
configured the “/ping” request of the Crawling method
with the appropriate values. As the Crawling would
periodically visit all active Skaros, our Sensor Node would
always be propagated.

4.3 Environment Setup
After defining the methodology and tuning the scripts,
it was time for us to create an environment to execute our
experiments, detailed in this section.
As we were dealing with a P2P botnet, distributing the
Sensor Nodes in different parts of the world could give us
a better view of the botnet, especially if it imposed any kind
of communication restriction or load balancing based on
geographic regions or IP addresses.
Thus, we distributed 5 Sensor Nodes in the following
locations:
North America: Oregon
South America: São Paulo
Europe: Ireland
Southeast Asia: Singapore
Oceania: Australia

In each location, we installed a honeypot with the
configurations and scripts necessary to run the Crawling
and Sensor Injection experiments, which include:
-
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Network packet capture: to capture all inbound and
outbound connections;
A Nginx HTTPS server: to be our Skaro Sensor;
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-

The Crawling Script: to run the crawling process while
enumerating all Skaros and Checkers and to create
graphs;
A Rakos binary: to be our Checker Sensor;
An outbound filter: all the outgoing connections on
TCP port 22 (SSH) were blocked to avoid our
honeypot from scanning the Internet for victims.

-

4.4 Running the Experiments
Finally, we put our plan into action. The experiments
were started simultaneously in all honeypots. Shortly after,
the Crawling Process was already querying 30 to 60 Skaros
and the Sensor Nodes were receiving connections from the
botnet. All as expected.

As we can see, the results amongst crawlers were very
similar with a slight variation in Checkers total. This may
reflect the use of the same seed node and the restricted
number of nodes returned in each query.
Graphs were produced for each crawler to make it
easy to represent the botnet and its interconnections. One
of those graphs, as seen in Figure 25, show the discovery
path from the seed node, in green, to Checkers, in lilac,
passing through Skaros, in orange. In summary, each node
is connected just to the node from which it was discovered
during the crawling process.

After 72 hours, we stopped the experiment and
started processing all the collected data. The results are
shown in the next section.

5 Results
The experiments generated approximately 5 GB of
data amongst PCAP files, HTTP requests, crawled data and
graph files that were handled and inserted into an Elastic
Stack [6] and Gephi [7] platforms for querying and
visualization purposes.
Figure 25 - Crawling graph – discovery path

The result details are shown in this section separated
by enumeration method.

5.1 Crawling Results
The crawling process revealed a total of 779 unique
nodes from which 281 are Skaros and 498 are Checkers, as
detailed in
Crawler
/ Checker
Skaro
Total
Node Type
São Paulo
499
281
780
Singapore
499
281
780
Ireland
496
281
777
Oregon
498
281
799
Sydney
498
281
799
Unique
498
281
799
Table 1.
Crawler
/
Node Type
São Paulo
Singapore
Ireland
Oregon
Sydney
Unique

Checker

Skaro

Total

499
499
496
498
498
498

281
281
281
281
281
281

780
780
777
799
799
799

Table 1 - Crawler results
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The other graph shows the real interconnection between
nodes, as seen in Figure 26. Here we can see a very thick
botnet where, virtually, all Checkers know all Skaros.
.

Figure 26 - Crawling graph - all edges

Now, plotting the discovery path graph on the world
map, as seen in Figure 27, we may have an idea of the
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botnet distribution worldwide. To geolocalize the nodes,
we used MaxMind database [8].

Figure 28 - São Paulo sensor connections

Figure 27 - Crawling discovery graph - World Map

5.2 Sensor Nodes Results
As we expected, the crawling strategy gave us just a
small view of the whole picture. In fact, it accounted for
just 3,15% of the total number of discovered nodes. The
other part, 96,84% or 24,839 nodes, was found by the
Sensor Nodes, as detailed in Table 2.

Figure 29 - Ireland Sensor connections

City / Node
Type
São Paulo
Singapore
Ireland
Oregon
Sydney
Unique

Checker

Skaro

Both

4521

48

34

5069

50

44

4874

49

24

5110

48

42

5210

46

39

24782
239
182
Table 2 - Sensor Nodes results

Unique
4534
18%
5074
20%
4898
20%
5115
21%
5216
21%
24839

The graph for the other sensor nodes are very like these
differing basically by the geographic position of the sensor
node.

5.3 Botnet World Distribution
Now, plotted without the edges and sensor nodes, the
worldwide botnet distribution is shown in Figure 30. It’s
clearly perceived a high node concentration in Europe,
highlighting France, Italy and Spain.

Each sensor discovered an average of 5,000 unique
Checkers and 48 unique Skaros during the whole
experiment. Comparing to the Crawling method, it’s
interesting noting that, although Sensor Injection could
discover 50x more Checkers, it discovered 15% less
Skaros. It is also worth mentioning that the efficiency of
Sensor Nodes depends on the continuous “/ping” to
maintain the Sensor Nodes “alive”.
The Figure 28 and Figure 29 represent all the connections
received by "São Paulo" and Ireland sensors. The big
yellow node represents the sensor node. In lilac are the
Checkers and in orange, the Skaros.

Figure 30 - Botnet world distribution

However, isolating the countries, the highest
concentration of nodes is in China, followed by Vietnam,
as seen in Figure 31.
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The Top 10 countries are shown in Figure 31.
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Figure 33 - OpenELEC impossibility to change root password

5.5 Results Summary
In Table 3 are the summarized results of both
enumeration methods.

Method /
Node
Type
Crawling
Sensor
Node
Both
Unique
Figure 31 – Botnet world distribution – TOP 10 Countries

Checker

Skaro

Both

Unique

498
24782

281
239

0
182

779
24839

313
221
0
24967
299
182
Table 3 - Results summary

182
25084

5.4 Prevalence of Compromised Devices
Another interesting finding of this research is related
to the victims’ devices as seen in Figure 32. At least 45%
of them are Raspberry PI followed by OpenELEC with
21.79% - which are usually deployed on Raspberries. Next,
with 16,74%, comes UBNT, wireless access points devices
from Ubiquiti.

6 Final Words
This research revealed a network of controlled devices
we defined as a “transient botnet”. The term transient
refers to the non-persistence aspect of Rakos malware
which means that a bot remains on the network after a
reboot only if it gets compromised again. In other words,
we are dealing with a threat that, like many others, counts
on the certainty of the abundance of victims and that the
majority of them will remain vulnerable – even though this
vulnerability could be avoided by a password change.
This transient aspect was reflected in the results we
found. During the experiments, the number of nodes
floated during the period with peaks of 1,700 new IP
addresses which could be existing victims we didn’t know
yet or simply new infected or re-infected nodes.
Considering this fluctuation, from the 25084 unique nodes
discovered in 72 hours, we may consider an average of
8362 bots per 24 hours which certainly represents risks if
they were used together in DDoS attacks.

Figure 32 - Most compromised devices

This botnet relies basically on default or easy guessable
passwords that devices owners fail to manage. None the
less, Open ELEC systems do not even offer an easy way
for users to change the default password, as shown in
Figure 33 This text was extracted from Open ELEC’s
website [9].
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This individual problem that potentially leads to a
global threat reminds us the difficult adoption of BCP 38
(Best Current Practices) [10] that specifies how Internet
Services Provides (ISPs) could individually cooperate by
configuring its routers to defeat DDoS amplification
attacks over the Internet. The difference is that in password
vulnerability problems we don’t have a guideline or an
imposed rule; it involves much more devices and,
especially, people.
Finally, it’s worth mentioning that during the 30
days we analyzed this botnet, we didn’t notice any
malicious actions other them the SSH brute-force scanner
itself. It seems that someone is preparing it to be sold or to
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offer “services” using it when it gets in the right size.
Thinking this way, the innocuous-looking may be a
strategy to fly under the radar.

[9] OpenELEC, “OpenELEC,” [Online]. Available:
http://wiki.openelec.tv/index.php?title=
OpenELEC_FAQ#SSH_Password_change. [Acesso
em 25 April 2017].
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